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Three Widely-used Shipping methods For Shopping Online

Now online shopping has become apopular way of shopping in people's daily life. Many people like
shopping online because it is convenient, having no limits of time and places. What's more, the
price online is usually lower than that in local stores. When it comes to the online shopping, there
are many things need to be considered, the option of shipping method is one of which.

There are various options of shipping method, such as EMS, DHL, UPS, USPS, FEDEX, EU-
SPECIAL courier and so on. Foronline stores that support world shipping, they will provide its
customers with various shipping methods. Choosing a shipping method is important if you preferto
buy goods online, because a good shipping method will help you saving asmall sum of money, as
well as bring you much convenience.

How to choose a good shipping method? You first need to consider the weight and the size of your
items. In addition, thecountry in which you live is another factor need to be taken into consideration.
Then they will figure out the exact shipping fee of your package. Now let me give you an example:
For Qualir, a professional car electronics and auto accessories online store in China, EMS, DHL and
UPS aremore used by its customers:

EMS. It charges the shipping fee by weight of your package only, not considering its volume. Note,
the package should beless than 30 kg, or your items need to be packed into 2 or more packages.
The advantages for EMS is that the duty for custom is low, and it's easier to getit released. Because
EMS is our Chinese government post service. In some countries, it needs less time to get the car
dvd gps package released from the customs if it is shipped by EMS. But the status updates online is
not so quick.

DHL. The shipping fee of DHL is very reasonable and we could easily track the package online after
we ship it out asthe status on their website are always updated in time. So it is usually the most
popular shipping method. But the disadvantage is that the duty for customs may be a little high for
some countries, and it will need more time to get your item released from the customs. Take car
DVD GPS system for example, some countries have strict regulations on car DVD import, so they
need more time to check the goods.

UPS. It can be the best shipping method for Americans, no matter considering the shipping speed
or the shipping fee.However, customers from other countries should consider the higher shipping
fee carefully, not only focus on the fast shipping speed.

Anyway, choosing a suitable shipping methodis very important when you shop online. Usually the
customer service onlinewill suggest you a method according your requirement, you may consider
aboutit. You may click here to learn more about the Shipping & Delivery in Qualir.
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a In Dash Dvd Player
a Car DVD Player
a double din navigation
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